BACKGROUND: Changes in subcutaneous adipose tissue (AT) structure and metabolism have been shown to correlate with the development of obesity and related metabolic disorders. Measurements of AT physiology could provide new insight into metabolic disease progression and response to therapy. An emerging functional imaging technology, diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI), was used to obtain quantitative measures of near infrared (NIR) AT optical and physiological properties. METHODS: Ten overweight or obese adults were assessed during 3 months on calorie-restricted diets. DOSI-derived tissue concentrations of hemoglobin, water and lipid and the wavelength-dependent scattering amplitude (A) and slope (b) obtained from 30 abdominal locations and three time points (T0, T6, T12) were calculated and analyzed using linear mixed-effects models and were also used to form 3D surface images. RESULTS: Subjects lost a mean of 11.7 ± 3.4% of starting weight, while significant changes in A (+0.23 ± 0.04 mm − 1 , adj. P o0.001), b (−0.17 ± 0.04, adj. P o 0.001), tissue water fraction (+7.2 ± 1.1%, adj. P o 0.001) and deoxyhemoglobin (1.1 ± 0.3 μM, adj. P o 0.001) were observed using mixed-effect model analysis. DISCUSSION: Optical scattering signals reveal alterations in tissue structure that possibly correlate with reductions in adipose cell volume, while water and hemoglobin dynamics suggest improved AT perfusion and oxygen extraction. These results suggest that DOSI measurements of NIR optical and physiological properties could be used to enhance understanding of the role of AT in metabolic disorders and provide new strategies for diagnostic monitoring of obesity and weight loss.
INTRODUCTION
Recent physiological studies have revealed the potentially critical role of adipose tissue (AT) in the development of metabolic disorders.
1,2 Both visceral and subcutaneous AT are subject to various pathophysiological processes, such as inflammation, 3, 4 dysregulated oxygenation [5] [6] [7] [8] and disrupted endocrine signaling. 9, 10 Despite the importance of AT in disease, there are no widely used methods for assessing AT physiology in humans. This work examines whether diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) could address this need. To that end, we have performed measurements on 10 overweight volunteers undergoing calorie restriction (CR) for weight reduction over a 12-week period. CR has been shown to extend lifespan and reduce incidence of obesity-related complications in mammals, and these effects are mediated in part by changes in AT. 11 In mice, 3 months of CR can lead to nitric oxide-mediated increases in white AT mitochondrial DNA, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator 1α and markers of mitochondrial biogenesis. 12 The authors of this study suggest that enhanced white AT SIRT0 expression contributes to the pro-longevity effects of CR in mammals. 12 Studies of CR in humans have reported morphological changes in AT, such as adipocyte size changes and altered profile of inflammatory cells. 13 Specifically, weight reduction by CR causes adipocyte shrinkage; in a recent study, a 10% weight loss was shown to result in a 16% decrease in adipocyte volume, 14 whereas another study showed high-fat diet increasing adipocyte volume in a matter of weeks. 15 In humans, one recent study found a strong positive correlation between adipocyte size and the presence of diabetes risk factors in bariatric surgery candidates. 16 Another recent study revealed a correlation between adipocyte hypertrophy and both insulin resistance and AT inflammation. 17 It is also possible that adipocyte size changes influence cellular metabolism. For example, some data suggest a relationship between adipocyte size and AT angiogenesis. 18 More important is the hypothesized relationship between adipocyte size and O 2 delivery. 19 The diameters of hypertrophic adipocytes are thought to exceed the diffusion distance of O 2 , causing lower cellular PO 2 . 19 Low PO 2 has been observed as a feature of obese AT in most studies, 19 but there are conflicting reports. Importantly, there are data to suggest that it is in fact increased AT PO 2 that is associated with inflammation and insulin resistance in obesity. 5 A recent investigation in mice found that expression of hypoxiainducible factor-1α increased in animals fed a high-fat diet, in response to increased AT O 2 consumption. 6 Other investigations have focused on characterization of 'beige' adipocytes, which consume more O 2 and are thought to correlate with enhanced metabolic health. 20, 21 Given the potential importance of the AT in metabolic disease, there is increased need for tools to characterize and image it. DOSI may be uniquely suited to this purpose. DOSI quantitatively measures interactions of near-infrared light with tissues at depth. 22 23, 24 Together, these quantities reflect aspects of tissue perfusion, metabolism, hydration and total blood volume. 25 Similar techniques are increasingly used in the study of cerebral 26 and muscular 27 hemodynamics and metabolism, as well as in cancer biology 28 but to this date have not been applied to AT.
There were two specific hypotheses: (1) that CR would be associated with changes in tissue scattering parameters, consistent with a reduction in adipocyte size, as well as a potential increase in density of subcellular components; and (2) that CR would be associated with a change in metabolic profile in subcutaneous AT, defined primarily by changes in [HbR], [HbO 2 ] and water content, DOSI-derived parameters that correlate with changes in tissue blood flow and metabolic rate of oxygen consumption. 22, 28 
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects and experimental design
Participants were recruited from a medically supervised weight management program. Measurements occurred at the Beckman Laser Institute and Medical Clinic at UC Irvine (Irvine, CA, USA). Males and females aged 18-75 years were included. Measurement sessions occurred thrice: T0 (before or within 2 weeks of starting weight loss), T6 (6-8 weeks after T0), and T12 (6 weeks after T6). At each session, subjects were assessed for weight, blood pressure, abdominal circumference, diet and physical activity. Blood pressure was obtained while supine, after 10 min of rest. A total of 11 subjects participated in this study, of which 1 subsequently withdrew voluntarily, resulting in an n = 10 (5 males, 5 females). Subsequent measurement sessions occurred at the same time of day as the initial, and subjects were instructed to maintain the same daily schedule on all measurement days with regard to meal timing and physical exertion.
Calorie restriction
Weight loss was achieved through medically supervised CR by meal replacement (HMR 70 program, MA, USA). Two levels of CR were administered in this group of subjects (Table 1) , according to subject preference. The more restrictive plan (type 1) involved intake of between 500 and 800 kcal day − 1 , while the more flexible plan (type 2) allowed for up to 1200 kcal day − 1 . Exercise during the program was not controlled, but regular low-to-moderate exertion was encouraged. The rates of weight loss experienced therefore varied between subjects, as did the initial degree of overweight.
Ultrasound measurements
Ultrasound images were performed at each of the 10 middle row grid points using an HDI-5000 imaging unit (Phillips Healthcare, Andover, MA, USA). Subsequently, subcutaneous tissue thickness was measured using the unit's built-in software. Tissue thickness was defined as the distance from the surface of the skin to the most superficial visible muscle layer. Thickness values were recorded and analyzed at all three measurement sessions.
DOSI measurements
With each participant supine, a skin marker was used to draw a rectangular grid of 30 points centered about the umbilicus. The grid consisted of three horizontal rows separated by 4 cm and 10 columns separated by 3 cm (Figure 1a ). After at least 10 min of rest, three DOSI measurements were obtained at each grid point and averaged for analysis. Grid points were named by row (U for upper, M for middle, L for lower) and column. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The full technical details of DOSI are described elsewhere. 23, 24, 29, 30 Briefly, DOSI consists of two parallel optical measurement modalities. One, frequency-domain photon migration (FDPM) uses modulated laser sources (50-500 MHz) of four wavelengths (660, 690, 780 and 830 nm), while the second broadband near infrared spectroscopic (NIRS) system makes use of white light source and spectrophotometer to provide 650-1000-nm broadband reflectance data. FDPM and NIRS signals are combined using a model-based approach to obtain quantitative tissue NIR absorption and scattering spectra.
Detector and source fibers encased in a plastic housing were placed on the surface of the skin at a source-detector separation of 22 mm. At each measurement point, reflected signals were collected and analyzed using custom software 21 in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The FDPM system detects phase and amplitude (A) of reflected modulated light, and after calibration against a silicone phantom, fits this information to the diffusion equation 24 to obtain tissue absorption (μ a ) and reduced scattering (μ s ') coefficients. Then the broadband diffuse reflectance signal was fit to the measured FDPM optical properties to obtain μ a and μ s ' at all wavelengths (650-1000 nm 
Image generation
After initial processing, DOSI data from each session was plotted using grid coordinates and heat map functions in MATLAB. Linear interpolation was used to account for sparse spacing of grid points. The colored maps were overlayed on a 3D textured mesh of one representative abdomen with grid points drawn on it. The initial 3D image was obtained by using Kinect for windows and accompanying software development kit (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). Colored heat maps obtained from MATLAB were warped and overlayed on the textured mesh using Photoshop CS6 Extended (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA) to create the final images.
Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to assess optical penetration depth with an open-source Monte Carlo command line application 31 (version 2.0.1, URL: http://virtualphotonics.codeplex.com/releases/). A three-layered, semiinfinite geometry representing an upper skin layer (2 mm), a middle adipose layer (10-25 mm) and a bottom semi-infinite layer of muscle was simulated to determine to what probability the detected photons interrogate each layer. One million photon trajectories were simulated from a source separated 22 mm from the detector, mimicking the DOSI instrument used in this study. The optical properties of each layer at 800 nm were specified as reported from previous studies. 32, 33 In particular, for skin, adipose and muscle, respectively: μ a values were 0.025, 0.004 and 0.07 mm
; μ s ' values were 2.5, 1.9 and 0.7 mm
; g values were 0.8, 0.8 and 0.95; and n was fixed at 1.4 for all three tissue types.
Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using R (R Core Team (2014). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL http://www.R-project.org/). Optical and ultrasound data were analyzed using the lme4 package (version 1.1-7, URL: http://CRAN.R-project.org/package = lme4) for computation of linear mixedeffects model. 34 The basic model used was of the following form:
where X i is the effect of CR, X ij is the effect of CR (i = 1-3 levels) for individual subjects (j = 1-10) and X ik is the effect of CR for individual positions (k = 1-30). Y ij describes the value of an outcome variable for subject j at level of CR i. We modeled CR as a fixed effect and assigning it a categorical factor reflecting duration, with three levels i (T0 = 0 weeks of CR, T6 = 6-8 weeks of CR, T12 = 12-14 weeks of CR). The effect of CR is therefore described by β 1 , with β 0 corresponding to fixed effect intercept. Model M1 also accounts for random effects of subject and position. Subject random effects are described by intercept b 0ij and slope b 1ij . Position random effects are modeled as intercept b 2ik and slope b 3ik . For each outcome, a value for β 1 for each level of CR and corresponding P-values are reported in Supplementary Table S1 . If M1 revealed significant effects of CR on a given outcome variable, model output was used to perform Tukey's contrasts for multiple comparisons between mean values for all subjects at the three measurement sessions, as described in the Results section. Outcomes evaluated using this model Prior to model analysis, DOSI measurements at two points were excluded from analysis owing to unphysical optical properties, likely a result of improper probe contact. Additionally, 11 measurements from one session (T0) in subject 9 were missing owing to instrument malfunction. Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to test the mean change in each optical parameter from T0 to T12 against the percentage of starting weight loss by each participant.
The effect of CR on weight, abdominal circumference and blood pressure was tested by Friedman's test and post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon rank-signed tests with Bonferroni correction.
Approval
This study was approved by the UC Irvine Institutional Review Board, and written informed consent was obtained from each participant before any study procedures were conducted.
RESULTS
Subject characteristics
Participant data, means and Wilcoxon P-values are shown in Table 1 . Mean weight loss was larger between T0 and T6 (−7.9 kg) than between T6 and T12 (−4.4 kg). From T0 to T12, the mean reduction in weight was 11.7 ± 1.1% (s.e.) of starting weight. Systolic blood pressure declined by 8 mm Hg between T0 and T6 (adj. P = 0.017).
Adipose thickness and optical penetration depth Tissue thicknesses obtained from ultrasound measurements at all points for all subjects are summarized in Supplementary Figure S1 . Mean tissue thickness at T0 was 3.3 cm and changed significantly at both T6 and T12 (T6-T0 = 0.3 ± 0.1 cm, adj. P o 0.001, T12-T0 = 0.5 ± 0.1 cm, adj. P o 0.001, T12-T6 = 0.3 ± 0.1 cm, adj. P o 0.001). In terms of position, the subcutaneous fat layer was consistently thicker at positions closer to the midline. Simulation of photon penetration revealed a mean interrogation depth of 5-6 mm, with o 4% signal contribution from tissue 41.0 cm deep (Supplementary Figure S2) . DOSI measurements and images A total of 30 sites on the abdomen were measured for each subject at each visit, centered about the umbilicus (Figure 1a) . Using all measurements, heat maps were generated overlying a 3D geometry representing the abdomen (Figure 1b) . For further analysis, at each measurement point, NIR spectra for scattering ( Figure 1c ) and absorption (Figure 1d ) can be obtained and characterized. Supplementary Table S2 shows all spatially averaged values of DOSI outcome variables. Figure 2 shows sequential images of four parameters in one representative male subject, with corresponding weights shown above. Qualitative analysis of images from this subject demonstrates a gradient in A, with higher baseline values measured in proximity to the abdominal midline, corresponding to areas of thicker subcutaneous AT. Measurement locations in the upper row tend to exhibit higher values of A and larger increases in A. Both water fraction and [HbR] appear to increase diffusely, particularly in lateral locations.
NIR scattering changes At each measurement point, two parameters related to optical scattering were obtained by measuring reduced scattering coefficients at all four wavelengths, according to equation 2:
Here, b is the unitless 'slope' parameter that describes the dependence of scattering on wavelength, while A is a factor in mm − 1 units corresponding to amplitude of NIR scattering. The λ term is the wavelength at which μ s ' is measured, and the 500 nm term is a reference wavelength used for normalization. 32 In Figure 3a , serial average scattering spectra in one participant are )   T1  T2  T3  T1  T2  T3  T1  T2  T3  T1  T2  T3 T2-T1 T3-T1 T3-T2  T2-T1  T3-T1  T3-T2  T2-T1 T3-T1 T3-T2 T2-T1 T3-T1 T3- shown. Here there is both an upward shift in the spectrum with weight loss, as well as steepening of the curve with respect to wavelength. These observations would therefore constitute an increase in A and a decrease in b.
From T0 to T12, A increased by 17.0 ± 8.4% (mean ± s.d.) and ranged from +2.9% to +28.7%. The mean b parameter change was − 24.4 ± 20.9%, ranging from +1.0% to − 68.5%. A was significantly higher at both T6 (Figure 4a , T6-T0 = 0.15 ± 0.04 mm , adj. P o 0.001). The b parameter was significantly more negative at T6 and T12 than T0 (Figure 4b , T6-T0 = − 0.12 ± 0.03, adj. P = 0.001; T12-T6 = − 0.06 ± 0.02, adj. P = 0.040; T12-T0 = -0.17 ± 0.04, adj. P o 0.001). Both parameters changed more between T0 and T6 than between T6 and T12.
Absorption changes Inspection of absorption spectra measured in individuals revealed progressive upward shifts in the 950-1000-nm range where water is the primary absorber (as shown in one representative subject, Figure 3b ). Model coefficients for CR on absorption parameters are shown in Supplementary Table S1. [HbO 2 ] was significantly higher at T12 than T0 (Figure 4c , T12-T0 = 2.0 ± 0.8 μM, adj. P = 0.019). The mean [HbR] was higher at T12 and T6 than T0 (Figure 4d , T6-T0 = 0.6 ± 0.1 μM, adj. Po0.001, T12-T0 = 1.1 ± 0.3 μM, adj. Po0.001; T12-T6 = 0.5 ± 0.2 μM, adj. P = 0.051).
[THb] was higher at T12 than at both T6 and T0 (Figure 4e , T12-T0 = 3.2 ± 0.8 μM, adj. Po0.001; T12-T6 = 2.1 ± 0.8 μM, adj. P = 0.026). The mean tissue water fraction increased from T0 to T6 (Figure 4f , T6-T0 = 3.4 ± 1.0%, adj. P = 0.003) and from T6 to T12 (T12-T6 = 3.9 ± 0.6%, adj. Po0.001; T12-T0 = 7.2 ± 1.1%, adj. Po0.001). No significant associations were found between CR and stO 2 or lipid content.
Individual responses for each optical outcome are shown in Supplementary Table S2. Correlations between optical measures and weight loss A significant Pearson correlation was found between the magnitude of weight loss and the increase in tissue water content in individual subjects between T0 and T12 ( Figure 5 , r = 0.679, P = 0.031).
DISCUSSION
AT structure and optical scattering It is known that adipocyte size is dynamic and that it is positively associated with degree of obesity, as well as fasting insulin levels. 37 A recent study of twins non-concordant for obesity showed that increased weight correlates with larger adipocytes, with or without AT hyperplasia. 38 The response of adipocytes to weight loss interventions has also been observed experimentally. A study in humans has shown that individuals subjected to 12 weeks of a very low calorie diet ( o3400 kJ day − 1 ) show adipocyte volume reductions of the order of 15-20%. 13 Over this timescale, it is unlikely that a change in subcutaneous AT cell number would be observed, 13 although AT hyperplasia is seen in obesity. 39 It has also been observed that weight loss of 5% of total body weight is sufficient to reduce adipocyte size in severely obese women. 40 Based on the magnitude of weight loss observed in our study (11.7 ± 3.4% of starting weight, T0-T12) and the time course, we can postulate that the increases in NIR scattering A (mean+17.0% from T0 to T12) observed are related to a reduction in adipocyte size. In the NIR range (650-1000 nm), the light scattering parameters 'A' and 'b' correspond to the distributions of density and size of scattering particles, 41, 42 respectively, that are comparable in dimension to the optical wavelength. 32, 43 Therefore, reduction in adipocyte volume associated with CR likely leads to several effects: (1) an increase in the density of subcellular contributors to scattering per unit volume owing to relatively reduced cytoplasm; (2) increased density of extracellular matrix (for example, collagen); and (3) a larger preponderance of subcellular structures (possibly mitochondria, or more vesicles for mobilization of lipids into the bloodstream) and extracellular matrix contributing to the scattering signal. The first two processes would be expected to increase the density of scattering particles and therefore produce an increase in A. The third process would be likely to produce a shift toward a smaller average size of scattering particle and therefore an increase in the magnitude of b (that is, a more negative scattering slope).
Although the precise biological interpretation of these measurements would require histopathological examination of biopsied tissue, our interpretation can be placed in the context of previously published non-invasive studies examining breast scattering properties, which is composed of varying proportions of adipose, glandular and extracellular matrix tissue. Generally, these studies have shown that the scattering parameters of breast AT are similar to the baseline AT measurements we report here. 44 In addition, the magnitudes of A and b increase in more dense, premenopausal breast, which includes increasing proportions of organelle-and collagen-rich tissues, 44, 45 much like A and b magnitudes increase in AT measurements of CR subjects. Additionally, it has been observed that postmenopausal breast tissue in subjects receiving estrogen replacement therapy demonstrates higher scattering values, possibly related to increased metabolic activity. 46 Although breast physiology is much different than that of subcutaneous fat, these previous observations lend support to the interpretation that the scattering changes we observed with CR are related to increased AT density and perhaps metabolic activation.
The specific cellular or extracellular components corresponding to these scattering particles are not precisely known. However, it has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that membrane-bound organelles, such as vesicles or mitochondria, contribute to scattering signals owing to the changes in refractive indices across their membranes. 43, [47] [48] [49] Other possibilities for organelles contributing to increased scattering include a higher rate of adipocyte pinocytosis and therefore a larger proportion of membrane-bound vesicles. 50 However, this is merely speculative, and to determine the precise source of the scattering changes, further controlled studies incorporating histology and microscopy are needed. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, these findings represent the first in vivo characterization of NIR scattering properties of AT in the context of weight loss.
Changes in AT NIR absorption parameters Analysis of absorption spectra revealed that CR is associated with significant increases in tissue [HbO 2 ], [HbR], [THb] and water fraction, which reflect perfusion, O 2 delivery and hydration. It is known that obesity suppresses AT blood flow at rest 7 and blunts the postprandial increase in flow, 51 but the implications of this reduction are not fully known. Interestingly, subcutaneous AT PO 2 has been found to be elevated in obesity by direct measurement, possibly reflecting an O 2 extraction deficit. 5 Although subcutaneous AT O 2 consumption is low compared with other tissues, there is evidence for the relevance of AT hypoxia in the progression of obesity. 7 Furthermore, as described previously, increased oxidative capacity is a feature of brown and beige adipocytes, both of which are associated with improvements in metabolic status. Much about the relationship between diet status, inflammation and AT metabolism in humans is unknown, largely owing to difficulties involved in measuring AT blood flow and PO 2 .
Although DOSI does not directly measure these quantities, the changes observed in this study suggest that subcutaneous AT responds to weight loss with an increase in O 2 extraction ([HbR]) and water content at the bulk tissue level. Weight loss by CR has been shown to decrease total body water content, with an increase in the ratio of extracellular to intracellular water, 52 partly owing to the early mobilization of glycogen stores. 52 There is comparatively little known about AT hydration status. A 2003 study used skin surface measurements of dielectric constant to show that subcutaneous AT water content increases with weight loss by CR. 53 The authors attributed this increase to higher blood flow and nutrient delivery and also correlated it with an improvement in insulin sensitivity. 53 The fact that we observed an increase in AT [THb] along with water content would seem to support this previous conclusion. Finally, there was a significant correlation within subjects between the percentage of weight lost and the mean increase in water fraction from T0 to T12 ( Figure 5 ). It is not clear why the magnitude of change in water content appears to uniquely correlate with the degree of weight loss. However, the fact that this analysis was performed by averaging changes at all measurement locations likely obscures some correlations that might be detected by other signals. It is also possible that tissue water content is the parameter most closely related to the reduction in AT fat mass that occurs with weight loss, but this must be confirmed with more data. Although we cannot comment on the relative contributions of extracellular vs intracellular water to the overall increase, DOSI may be sensitive to compartment-specific hydration. 54 For example, in optical mammography, the tissue water fraction has been suggested to be reflective mostly of extravascular fluid, 44 which we expect to increase in a manner that compensates for the degree of loss of lipid volume in AT during CR.
Because [HbR] changes are known to be a consequence of O 2 extraction, 22 ,55 the observed [HbR] increase likely reflects enhanced AT O 2 extraction. This is consistent with our observation of changes in A and b scattering parameters that suggest a reduction in adipocyte size with weight loss. Adipocyte shrinkage is thought to reduce the O 2 diffusion distance to mitochondria, 7 potentiating extraction. However, there are many other factors that influence AT O 2 flux. For example, recent data showed that an early effect of a high-fat diet in mice is increased AT O 2 consumption driven by mitochondrial uncoupling. 6 This leads to relative hypoxia and hypoxia-inducible factor-1α-mediated inflammation, a phenomenon implicated in insulin resistance. 6 Our measurements of increased [HbR] with CR seem to be in contradiction with these findings, but only if the increased [HbR] is reflective of an increase in individual adipocyte O 2 extraction. To resolve this issue would require a measurement of intrinsic AT cellular O 2 consumption, as has been carried out recently using related optical techniques in the human skin. 56 Ultrasound measurements and photon penetration To verify that detected signals were derived primarily from subcutaneous AT and not underlying abdominal musculature, Monte Carlo simulations of tissue light propagation were performed. These revealed that, with the measurement scheme used in this study and a subcutaneous thickness of 10 mm, the distribution of photon paths would result in a mean interrogation depth of 5-6 mm with o4% of the total detected photons reaching the muscle layer. Given that the measured values of subcutaneous AT thickness were always 410 mm, we expect negligible contribution to DOSI signals from deeper tissue components. Furthermore, though AT thickness decreased during weight loss, the significant increase in scattering cannot be physiologically explained by additional contributions from muscle because muscle exhibits lower scattering than AT.
These results suggest that DOSI is sensitive to AT structural and metabolic changes during CR. However, this study has several limitations. First, histology could not be performed, and we must therefore rely on known effects of CR on AT observed by others. Second, the small sample size thus far (n = 10) does not permit analysis of correlations between changes in DOSI parameters and baseline individual characteristics. An additional concern is the long interval between measurements (6 weeks). Animal studies show that AT O 2 consumption changes within days after a diet intervention, 6 and adipocyte size increases have been observed in several days as well.
14 Finally, future studies must also explore the contribution of abdominal spatial heterogeneity on the changes described using customized statistical methods.
These limitations notwithstanding, our data demonstrate that DOSI-detected changes in AT optical properties are consistent with existing hypotheses on the response of AT to CR and weight loss. DOSI or similar techniques may contribute to a fuller understanding of AT physiology in various metabolic states and may constitute a new bedside tool for monitoring AT metabolism and composition.
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